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the withdrawal from norway, may 8,
and I believe the Fleet itself has confidence in them.
when my hon. and gallant Friend came to me with his
forcing an entrance into Trondheim, I could only tell ImrT'that
there was already a plan very similar to his, though I thought his
was to some extent to be preferred; but that we had abandoned
the plan.
I have dealt, as far as I can in the time open to me, with the
details of this Trondheim story, but I must say that I cannot recede
at all from the statement I made, which has been much criticised,
that this invasion of Norway by Hitler has been a cardinal political
and strategic error. In the brown hours, when baffling news
comes, and disappointing news, I always turn for refreshment to
the reports of the German wireless. I love to read the lies they
tell of all the British ships they have sunk so many times over,
and to survey the fools' paradise in which they find it necessary to
keep their deluded serfs and robots. The Germans have claimed
to have sunk or damaged n battleships,* actually, two have been
slightly damaged—neither of them withdrawn for a day from the
service. They have claimed three aircraft carriers heavily dam-
aged ; the facts are that one was slightly injured fay a near miss,
and that it is still going on in the service. They have declared
that they have sunk or damaged 28 cruisers; actually, one anti-
aircraft cruiser has sustained damage. As to destroyers, and so
forth—I could go on, but I will not. The only point on which they
have not exaggerated is the sinking of trawlers. We have, un-
happily, lost II trawlers in the Government service at one time
or another; and that explains all these " battleships " in the
German accounts.
My right hon. Friend the Member for Carnarvon [Mr. Lloyd
George] said we must not mention calculations of profit and loss,
but I do not agree. Calculations of profit and loss are our life. We
win by these calculations of the ships we sink. It seems to me
that, although Hitler's sudden overrunning of the vast regions of
Norway has had astonishing and unwelcome effects, nevertheless,
the advantages rest substantially with us. I will give some of the
facts which are worth mentioning. Hitler has certainly lost ten
lives for one—not that he cares for that, I agree. He has con-
demned a large part of the Scandinavian peninsula and Denmark
to enter the Nazi empire of Hungryland. He has committed an
act of self-blockade. We see no reason why our control over the
commerce of the seas should not become even more effective now
that the Norwegian corridor exists no longer, and now that unhappy
Denmark, when her reserves have been devoured, will no longer be
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